AD_TARGET – INTEGRATION

9th AD TARGET CONSOLIDATION TECHNICAL MEETING
STRUCTURE COLD GROUP
MODIFICATION POLE TARGET REA – BUILDING 853

CURRENTLY

REMOVED

FUTURE

ADD POLE AND BEAM
BTV – INTERACTION POINT FOR TRACING
CRINOLINE ACCESS TT6 – BUILDING 853

AREA AD TARGET

PROPOSAL CAGE LADDER WITH LATERAL EXIT
ATTACH ON THE LANDING

TO FIXED THE CAGED LADDER
ADD BEAM
PORTILLON DE SORTIE HAUTE LATÉRALE

DIMENSIONS

FOR EXAMPLE, CATALOGUE ANOXA
WORKS FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW CV PIPES

This part must be cut

New beam
PROXIMITY
EL BEAM
The scaffolding was mounted offset from the intended position because the remaining duct in the well did not allow the planned position.

It is necessary to plan to move the scaffolding to mainly allow the assembly for the BTV duct.